hyp gene products in Alcaligenes eutrophus are part of a hydrogenase-maturation system.
In Alcaligenes eutrophus H16 the hyp gene complex consists of six open reading frames hypA1, B1, F1, C, D and E whose products are involved in maturation of the two NiFe hydrogenases: an NAD-reducing cytoplasmic enzyme (SH) and a membrane-bound electron-transport-coupled protein (MBH). hypB1 and hypF1 were originally considered to form a single open reading frame designated hypB [Dernedde, J., Eitinger, M. & Friedrich, B. (1993) Arch. Microbiol. 159, 545-553]. Re-examination of the relevant sequence identified hypB1 and hypF1 as two distinct genes. Non-polar in-frame deletions in the individual hyp genes were constructed in vitro and transferred via gene replacement to the wild-type strain. The resulting mutants fall into two classes. Deletions in hypC, D and E (class I) gave a clear negative phenotype, while hypA1, B1 and F1 deletion mutants (class II) were not impaired in hydrogen metabolism. Class I mutants were unable to grow on hydrogen under autotrophic conditions. The enzymatic activities of SH and MBH were disrupted in all three class I mutants. Immunoblot analysis showed the presence of the H2-activating SH subunit (HoxH) at levels comparable to those observed in the wild-type strain whereas the other three subunits (HoxF, U and Y) were only detectable in trace amounts, probably due to proteolytic degradation. Likewise, MBH was less stable in hypC, D and E deletion mutants and was not attached to the cytoplasmic membrane. In the wild-type strain, HoxH and the MBH large subunit (HoxG) undergo C-terminal proteolytic processing before attaining enzymatic activity. In class I mutants this maturation was blocked. 63Ni-incorporation experiments identified both hydrogenases as nickel-free apoproteins in these mutants. Although class II mutants bearing deletions in hypA1, B1 and F1 showed no alteration of the wild-type phenotype, a role for these genes in the incorporation of nickel and hence hydrogenase maturation cannot be excluded, since there is experimental evidence that this set of genes is duplicated in A. eutrophus.